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Season 2020 threw unprecedented challenges at sporting clubs across the world. Canterbury HC was 

no exception. After an orderly beginning to the year, the COVID time bomb began to light its fuse 

and in time disrupted almost every aspect of our club. Whilst Tasmania remained relatively 

unscathed, the club made massive changes in organisation to keep everyone as well protected as 

possible. Thanks to support from Fulcrum Robotics, the Tasmanian Government, The Dive Shop and 

Hunters for helping us with our COVID prevention supplies. And Thanks to management, coaches, 

players, and supporters for helping us maintain our COVID prevention strategies.  

 

Luckily, we managed to resurrect our season and club members enjoyed a shortened, but relatively 

normal competition under the watchful eye of the hard-working Hockey Tasmania administration. 

By comparison with the massive disruption experienced in other States, we were very fortunate to 

only have a few changes to routine. It seemed that many found the normality of sport a welcome 

change from the disruption to almost every other aspect of their lives. Let’s hope that 2021 brings a 

more normal season. 

 

On the field, the club had to make changes as it became clear that reduced player numbers would 

not allow us to field teams in every grade Our A pool women were the most heavily hit group, 

making the difficult, but prudent decision not to field a first grade team. Other grades, across men 

and women were remarkably stable in numbers. With reduced numbers in our under 15 boys and 

under 18 girls, one of our boys played with NWG u15s while our girls played in the senior teams.  

Thanks to the senior teams for nurturing, encouraging, and teaching our juniors playing seniors. 

 

Whilst our senior women embarked on a rebuild, our senior men fell agonisingly short of another 

finals appearance. Both groups will look forward to 2021 with the prospect of solid improvement as 

juniors mature and the sometimes-tough lessons of 2020 are absorbed. Teams in lower grades 

competed with great enthusiasm. The highlight was a very close-run grand final defeat for our 2nd 

grade men, and a similar result for our U13 boys.  Other teams can be proud of the way in which 

they competed and completed what was always going to be a difficult season.  

 

We look forward to a more normal 2021 season and thank all those who worked tirelessly to make 

2020 happen. As always, if you wish to contribute to coaching, management, or club administration, 

your assistance would be very much welcomed. We thank all those who filled those roles this year. 

Without your help, there would be no Canterbury.  
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Finally, the club wishes to acknowledge the wonderful support of our sponsors, Fulcrum Robotics, 

Petrusma Property, Ogilvie Jennings Lawyers, Optimal Health, Express Trophies and The New Sydney 

Hotel who have selflessly continued to assist despite the difficult economic circumstances we find 

ourselves in. All members have benefitted enormously from your support. We hope all our sponsors 

and previous sponsors Collins SBA and Tas Sports Physio, have weathered the COVID financial storm 

and are coming out stronger on the other side.     

We wish all a happy and safe summer, wish our Masters teams every success and look forward to 

reconvening early next year to continue the progress the club is making.  

Mark Rasmussen and Christie Lucas.  (Vice Presidents) 
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Canterbury Hockey Club thanks its many sponsors for their 

continued support and assistance 

 

             

   

           

 

OUR NEXT SOCIAL EVENT WILL BE 

CHRISTMAS DRINKS 
at the New Sydney Hotel 

early December – check Facebook for details  
Canapés Provided  

Meals Available 
Family Friendly Environment 
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No Social events due to COVID19 restrictions, but Bec Probin still managed to arrange a chocolate 
drive that raised over $1,000, fantastic effort Bec and all the sellers for your support.  
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As with every hockey team, it is not only the players on the pitch that make it up. Our 2020 
Canterbury Prem Women’s team consisted of forwards, midfielders, defenders, a manager, coach, 
parents, partners, kids and our club family. 
 
Our defensive unit consisted of Lisa Jotic, Sophie Allardice (c), Ange Caberica (GK), Eliza Reid, Emma 

Seddon, Jemma Kenworthy and Merinda Jane (GK). This year I saw these women commit to 

developing a system of hockey whereby they took ownership of their defensive D. They worked on 

and off the pitch to make sure they had good communication between their unit, along with 

communication to the players ahead of them. I was particularly impressed by their willingness to 

take on a passing game. They bravely and tirelessly worked off the ball for their team mates to get 

into positions that they could receive an open pass and then pass on to players in front. I really 

enjoyed watching them work on trusting each other and developing their individual basic skills (with 

a little flair too) at trainings so they could execute in games.  
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Our midfield unit was made up of Prue Dougan, Maddy Curtis, Lillian Gates, Cami O’Conor, Alice 
Killalea and Issy Sharman (vc). This unit was an incredibly fit group, they were the spine of our team 
and worked hard setting the tone of trainings and games for us! I encouraged this unit to work on 
their ball control and ability to get the pass from the defence on the move, eliminate players, pass 
and keep running through. Some of our most memorable passages of play from the season was 
seeing our defenders pass into the midfield and then like a flash these girls run the ball, eliminate 
players with great skill and get the ball moving up the pitch. Hockey looks good when these things 
come together and they only do when the effort is put in, which these girls did! 
 
Strikers, well my soft spot position, our striker unit was comprised of Julia Ebert, Lucy Munt, Maddy 
Cook, Sian Powderly, Ali Grynglas and Sophie Lucas. It was a learning year for our younger and new 
players to premier league. They had to learn how to deal with the pace of play and hunger in the 
circle. The girls continued to develop a hunger to pounce on the ball in the circle and a desire to not 
give up the ball when it was in our attacking third of the pitch. They worked hard on understanding 
how to put pressure on the other team and I believe our press became one of our strongest plays 
towards the end of the season. 
 
I wanted to give a shout out to several players – Eliza Reid, Maddy Cook, Ali Grynglas, and Sophie 
Lucas who played 2 games every weekend both with the Prem women and Second Grade women. 
They committed fully to both teams and we could not have grown and developed as a team without 
their efforts and commitments.  
 
Our season was not one with numerical success on the scoreboard, but I believe that every player 
and certainly I as a coach grew in skills, character and care for one another. Our two aims every 
training and game was to “just play hockey” and “trust the process”. Just play hockey meant trap the 
ball, pass the ball and use your flair and skill. If you make a mistake, we will deal with that at training, 
don’t stop just…play hockey. Trusting the process meant engaging in every moment at training and 
games to try to get better as a person and in your skills. We knew it would be a tough year on the 
scoreboard but there is a bigger picture for each person and for our team. Perhaps we did not have 
scoreboard success, but we certainly had success in our two aims and hope that that will continue 
into the future. 
 
At the beginning I mentioned all the components of a team, it would be remiss of me not to thank 

Hannah Richardson, who stepped into the manager role after finding out the wonderful news of her 

and Marcus’ addition to their family. It has been wonderful to be able to rely on Hannah in so many 

ways, she is truly a multi-talented woman! I am quite sure that Hannah did far more than, help me 

stay calm, remind me of 100 different things, patch up the girls when they were injured, fill water  
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bottles, do the match card, look after people’s wellbeing on the side-line, run the subs and well the 
list goes on! Thanks Han. 
 
Lastly to the other components of the team, parents, partners, kids and Canterbury club. Thank you 

for getting your daughters to training, supporting your mum and partner, and especially to the club 

for all that you do to help us get out on the pitch representing the Lions!.  
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Our Premier League men unfortunately found it difficult to repeat last year’s top four finish. Coming 

in to the last game of the season, they needed a win over the eventual Premiers, NWG and other 

results to fall their way. Unfortunately, they fell at the final hurdle and had to settle for 5th place. On 

the surface, this was a disappointment for the group and cause for examination of what went wrong. 

 

Even more frustrating was the realisation that after round 1, the team sat in 2nd position n the 

ladder. 

 

So what went wrong? On the surface, an inability to overcome other mid table teams, on all 3 

occasions that they played them, cost the team dearly. Wins over higher ranked teams counted for 

little when points were conceded too easily against our closest competition. However, a closer 

examination reveals that the team were heavily punished by injuries to key players. At the beginning 

of round 3, both key midfielder Sam Mcculloch and central defender Alan Dale suffered serious 

injuries, leaving the team not only short of two of the strongest players in the competition, but also 

without our 2 go to flickers in PCs. Whilst the team continued to play good quality hockey, our goal 

scoring options were heavily reduced As a result, round 2 saw only 1 win.  
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The return of Rowdy and Smac for round 3 coincided with a strong revival in form and a solid push 

for the finals. Needing to perform a miracle, and win the last 3 games, whilst Uni lost all 3, the team 

worked hard together to defeat Derwent and Diamondbacks, whilst Uni played along with the 

scenario, setting up a do or die final round clash with competition leaders NWG. Unfortunately, 

sometimes a entire season can tip one way or another in a moment. Coming from 3 goals down at 

half time, the lads rallied. First one goal, then another and finally an equaliser, only to have the third 

goal controversially disallowed. The moment passed, and despite their best efforts, the miracle as 

not to be.  

 

Looking to the future, much was gained. Our defence is now confident that they can match any 

attack. They played with composure. The bad old days of blowout scores are long gone. Our 

midfielders are now a group that other teams fear. When we got it right, we were very powerful. 

Our young strike line began to regularly score goals. The team benefited from the availability of 

strong players from interstate, Alan Dale and Jamie Hullick were key players in defence and attack 

respectively. COVID 19 did us a huge favour, returning former stars Ollie Lane and Will Lawler to the 

team late in the season. Defenders Simon Oconor, Angus Yeates, Ian McHugh, Angus Oakford were 

in vintage form. Midfielders Sam Mcculloch, Brenton Watson, Luc Redman and Alex Hogan Jones all 

had strong seasons. James Sexton, Shaun Redman and Ben East did the hard yards as strikers and 

were all rewarded with goals. Craig Donovan played on every line during the year, adding energy 

both on and off the field. Young guns Vin Harman, Max Larkin and Tom Rasmussen all cemented 

themselves as first team regulars. These 3 will only get better in the coming years. We also have 

strong juniors in our 1st grade group, who were unlucky not to get more exposure at the top level. 

The return to normality after COVID will ensure that more opportunities emerge for our developing 

players.  

 

Coach David Budgeon, ably assisted by weeknight coach Brenton Watson, always found ways to 

match us up well against each opponent. The “Three wise monkeys” on the bench, Frog, Cocky and 

Mark worked hard to make game day run smoothly, as did team manager Lewis. 

 

We look forward to a strong 2021 as the group continues to mature and the lessons of a difficult 

year are absorbed. 
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2020 started very promisingly. With a strong squad and a good preseason, the Ressies boys looked 

to improve on last year's finals position.    

Then COVID happened, and unfortunately post lock down the team struggled to gain any 

momentum. This was not helped by the team battling at stages to field 11 players and heavily relied 

on contributions from both up and down the grades. In a shortened season of only 12 games we had 

contributions from 32 different players.  

To compound this player and coach Jono Hawkins decided WA was a much better place in an 

apocalypse so elder statesmen P Cock took over.    

Despite this the group maintained a positive outlook, taking it to all the teams we played regardless 

of ladder position.  A challenge for the group next year will be to close out the games that we control 

and to put earlier scoreboard pressure on opposition teams.   
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The back half of the season saw one Oliver ‘Linear graph’ Lane escape Melbourne to complete the 

coaching panel. And whilst the team didn’t get as many wins as we wanted, the back half of the year 

saw a lot of improvement to both individual players and the Team structure.  

This improvement started at the backline.  First year player and on the last line of defense Jack 

Larkin can stake claim to most improved player in competition, with his last round as good as any 

seasoned keeper.  After starting the year as forward, Chipper drifted back and look like a natural 

defender making the fullback position his own.  Laim was solid as a rock, improving both his vision 

and passing into the mid field.  Miles showed his talent by being ever reliable without the need to 

train. Despite managing shin splints Ritcher provided both defense and offence, finding himself in 

the oppositions circle on multiple occasions with some quality overlapping play. Jim stepped up to a 

leadership role commanding the backline and putting together a high-quality season.   

As the season went on Luke and Lachie settled into their roles as permanent midfielders. Both 

showing their talents by matching with the opposition senior players. Luke demonstrated his ability 

to hunt the ball and create play.  Whilst Lachie’s progression saw him put together multiple best on 

field performances.    

Mainstays up front Cody and Angus B constantly found the ball though good leading patterns and 

reading of the play, both did a power of work playing both Ressies and B pool.  On display was 

Cody’s work ethic.  Whilst Angus B consistently looked dangerous around goals.  

The team's style of play meant there were many enjoyable moments and some good fluid hockey, 

but the season highlight goes to the tomahawk by Lachie in the dying minutes of round 6 to win 2-1 

against OHA.  

 

Looking forward to 2021 the team has a solid spine and attacking style of play that means we should 

be a serious finals contender. 

 

 

. 
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It was a bright cold day in April, and the clocks were striking thirteen. Fires ravage the content, 
followed by flash floods, the tragic deaths of Kobe and Gianna Bryant, and a global pandemic. 
Squirreled away in lockdown, the decision was made... there would be no 1st grade women’s team 
this year.  
 
The 2020 season-that-almost-wasn’t marks a new begging for our women’s sides. Recurring injuries, 
travel bans and pregnancies diminished squads that were threadbare already. With older players 
moving on (to veterans) and younger lions coming in with limited senior experience the decision was 
made to turn two half teams into one. The focus would be on development and progress, the results 
would come later. 
 
Despite their rough beginnings our new pride of lions hit the ground running. Attendance at training 
was great all throughout the season and within the first few weeks the team had gelled into a 
cohesive unit. Goals would prove hard to come by, but the work-rate never faltered and by the end 
of the season we were dribbling and passing around the best of them. 
 
A fourth place finish didn’t bring with it a finals appearance (another victory for Covid). But this 
season wasn’t about finals. This season was about growth and change. Over the course of this 
season the team saw juniors stepping up and spurring on veteran players, stalwarts  going above and 
beyond to help with the development of new players and young stars develop into generals on the 
field.  
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Short though it was, this season’s lessons will hopefully carry on into next season and beyond for 
both the 1st and 2nd grade teams. With a strong core of female players within the club and clear 
pathways  between both the junior and senior teams and the different senior grades, the future is 
looking bright for Canterbury Hockey Club, even as the rest of the world falls apart around us. 
 
Special thanks to Christie Lucas for helping me run the asylum, Bec Probin for match managing and 
cheer leading, Fiona Chambers for taking trainings when life got in my way, and the parents and fans 
for your exuberant support. Finally, thank you to the players for making the most out of a less then 
ideal season, and for doing it in style. You made my job as a coach an enjoyable one this season and I 
look forward to hearing of your numerous victories in both grades next year!  
 
  
 
Cheers, 
 
OBO 
Lachlan Oakford 
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Our season started, as most others this year, under the uncertainty of Covid 19. I am not sure if it 

was the reason, but we were pumped 8-1 by OHA and were given a reality check on our ambitions 

for the season. This was followed by the break in playing for what seemed like an eternity but did 

allow some time for reflection. 

Upon resumption we came out firing against North West Grads and buried the demons of our first 

game with a 5-1 demolition job. Next up with took on Uni and scraped through with a gutsy 3-2 win. 

Covid 19 had already taken its toll on 2nd Grade as 2 clubs were not represented, and we were back 

to playing the Ships again. This was a much tighter affair and after an end to end battle we went 

down 3-2. The season rolled on and most games followed the script of previous 3 games, 

comfortable wins over NWG and even contests against the Students and the Ships. As a result, the 

team finished 2nd on the ladder and progressed to the condensed finals format. 
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During the season the team had improved in all facets of the game and were confident going into 

their preliminary final that they had the measure of the Students. Carnage is the most fitting way to 

describe the first quarter as Matt Lamb showed that all these years doing Aerobics Oz Style wasn’t 

just to perv on the ladies and put one of the students on the ground with a broken nose from 

nothing more than a little bicep flex. This was soon followed by an horrendous skill error from Uni 

that saw Pokey’s teeth go through his bottom lip, thanks to Lewis and Cody for patching it up. Uni 

also opened the scoring and went into the first break 1-0 up. Given our customary slow starts this 

season we were confident that we could find a way back into the game, and we did scoring the next 

2 goals to go into half time with a 2-1 lead.  

With the game in the balance in the third quarter the entire team lifted. Conesy was running rings 

around the opposition centre half, Manning was a constant target in attack, Pearcey and Kit didn’t 

get sent off for over exuberant tackles, Kingo and Ali were flying up and down the flanks and 

Hodgman was a rock at centre back repelling any attack Uni could muster. This lead to the team 

scoring a further 2 goals and going into the final term with a commanding 4-1 margin.  

The team didn’t let the foot off the gas in the last. Fletcher and Angus showed their improvement 

throughout the year and were well on top of their opponents. Pete, I mean, Maurice, I mean Dave 

Cock scored a cracking backstick goal worthy of any grade of hockey. Jamie was tireless in the 

midfield getting up and down the park in support of the ball all day. Uni were throwing everything 

they had at us. Zac, like so many times this year, was not having a bar it and come up with multiple 

saves until Uni scored a consolation goal at the death. The red men were triumphant 6-2 and into 

the last game of the year against OHA. 

The grand final started like so many for our team, slowly, and we soon found ourselves 1-0 down. 

This then became 2, and then 3 before we go on the board through a PC. We clawed another goal 

back to get it to 2-3 before the ships responded to make it 2-4 going into the final term. The last 

quarter was played predominantly in our attacking half and before long it was 3-4 with momentum 

clearly on our side. We had created enough chances to win the game but were denied by some 

outstanding keeping and the goal post on more than one occasion. The score remained 3-4 at the 

final siren and our season ended in heartbreak. 

A big thanks must go out to all those involved throughout the season for making it enjoyable and 

successful. A special thanks to Zoomer for umpiring all year, Dave for organising B-Pool and Cocky 

for his bench coaching in the finals. 

Josh Poke 

Coach 
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This season Third Grade found themselves in the unique situation of having too many players. It 

seems that we actually benefited from Covid 19.  

As usual recruiting was a priority before the season started and when the word got out that Trent 

Hirst was looking for a game he was quickly signed up. It was only going to be a few games because 

running was still his priority. 

Our first game was against the highly fancied Diamond Backs where we fought a good fight but fell 

short 2 – 1. The feeling in the group was very positive as we felt that we could have done better. 

Then COVID hit and it was all over!!  
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Nearly four months later the season started again and we were ready to go. Due to Covid causing 

the cancelation of a number of events (especially running events) we now had Trent as a full time 

player and we also picked up Ben. Added to this Lewis Benbow decided that he didn’t want to go 

back to Melbourne where Covid was running rampant and keeper Will Merritt was sent home from 

international holidays. 

With a full squad (and extras) we sent a shudder through the competition with crushing wins in our 

next two games 7 – 1 and 5 – 0 over OHA Blue and NWG before tripping up 2 – 3 against Derwent.  

In round five we found ourselves playing top team Diamond Backs again due to the draw being 

changed after Covid. This time we drew 2 – 2. Probably getting ahead of ourselves, we suffered a 3 -

1 loss in the next game to OHA Red. 

The next three games cemented us in the four when we had three wins and then all we had to do to 

guarantee a finals birth was beat cellar dweller NWG. This proved more difficult than we thought 

and we slumped to 3 – 2 loss. This meant we had to win our last two games to get in the finals. We 

accounted for Derwent 3 – 0 and then we defeated the fancied Diamond Backs 2 – 0. 

Unfortunately we lost the semi-final 3 -1 to OHA Red and our season was over. 

The Team of 2020 (To go down in history as the Covid 19 team) 

Will ‘if I was any more laid back I would be horizontal’ Merritt 

Lewis ‘I’ll just throw one more overhead and have one more Toma and then I will stop’ Benbow 

Ryan ‘the team hippy who had difficulty making the am games’ Brook 

Matt ‘the blonde hippy who’s hair wasn’t quite as long as brother Ryan’s but could make am games’ 

Brook 

Simon ‘I’ve got a killer Toma if I get the chance’ Coogan 

Scott ‘he started it’ Calvert 

Adam ‘I can chase it down any ball or anyone’ Coombe 

Andrew Zoomer ‘if you are going past don’t expect it to be easy’ Coombe 

Ryan ‘I have the ball on a string, I give it away, I get it back’ Cubit 

Rory ‘I can play most positions mainly because the coach moves me everywhere’ Dick 
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Duncan ‘the fastest and most reliable defender ever’ Gates 

Ben ‘I’ve only run 10 K’s in that game, I better go for a jog’ Hirst 

Trent ‘the fastest, best looking, tallest, smartest, etc just ask him Hirst in the team’ Hirst 

Aidan ‘one day I will play a whole game with both hands on the stick’ Terry 

Paul ‘the new bloke who turned up to a game once looking more like Crocodile Dundee than a 

hockey player’ Zache 

Al ‘If I scored all more shots I would probably have a hundred goals for the season’ Williams 

Greg Rowdy ‘I missed most of the season with injury’ Laugher 

Joel ‘I might kill some defenders with my drag flicks in the Wombats first’ Blomhoff  

Casper ‘is this what Men’s hockey is like’ Warden  

I would like to thank the guys for their efforts and making it a fun and rewarding season for me as 

coach. 

I hope everyone is up for it again next year!! 

 

Dave Coombe 

Coach 
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W4 had a strong start to the season with a 7-1 win over OHA in round 1 on March 14. Due to Covid-
19 the season was suspended and did not recommence until months later on the 4th of July. This 
time was, however, bittersweet as W4 spent consecutive months on the top of the ladder!! As the 
season continued, we managed to secure 3 total wins, 2 draws, an unfortunate 7 loses, a total of 19 
goals and finishing in 5th place on the ladder.  
 
Although this season was disrupted and came with many new rules to follow, it had no impact on 
the friendships made, laughter shared, the many injuries sustained and most importantly the fun 
that was had.  
 
This season we welcomed some of our Junior girls in to W4 as not all ages were able to fill teams. 
We were very fortunate to have these girls to help fill our W4 team and to keep us all on our toes 
trying to keep up with them! As the season progressed, we saw major improvements in the skills and 
confidence of not only our Junior players, but many others as individuals and the team as a whole.  
Nellie and Ava were our top goal scorers with 4 goals each. We look forward to the 2021 season and 
promise our dear Bek that we will master that 3-man weave next year. 
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WE NEED VOLUNTEERS !!! 
 

CANTERBURY HOCKEY CLUB REQUIRE 

VOLUNTEERS TO ASSIST WITH THE VARIOUS 

TEAMS FOR 2021 
 

ASSISTANCE WILL BE PROVIDED AND NO 

KNOWLEDGE OF HOCKEY REQUIRED!! 
 

PLEASE HELP US WITH FILLING THESE VACANCIES 
 

secretary.canterburyhc@gmail.com  
 

mailto:secretary.canterburyhc@gmail.com
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Wom·bat (plural wombats) 

Noun 

1. We’re Only Mildly Bloody Amusing To Some 

2. Wildly Optimistic Morons Boasting About Their Superiority 

3. Weapons Of Mass Boredom Antagonizing Total Strangers 

 

The wombats came out of their burrows in March for one game, then hibernated till July, thanks to 

Covid-19.  The other good thing about Covid is that Trev couldn’t run off anywhere, so he played 

every game! 
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We started with the bare 11 players.  We lost Sparra after that first game.  Zoomer and Adam put in 

cameos to make a trifecta of Coombes (now that’s a sight).  Ryan played a few games before being 

graded up.  Nick lasted for 1½ games (a mighty effort) then retired again, leaving us with just one 

Blomhoff.  Some say that’s enough for one team.  Simmo (RIP) only played two games before taking 

a break.  Mick (Buck Rodgers) did his back in and was out for a few weeks.  We settled down to a 

regular 13-14 players, finishing with 3 wins and a draw from the last six games.  That put us 3rd on 

the ladder and a place in the finals.   

The wiry wombats took to the field in great anticipation in the semi/preliminary final ready to 

conquer OHA.  We had beaten them twice in 3 games.  The scoring was opened by Mick, the oldest 

bloke on the field at 75, slotting one home early in the first quarter.  This was quickly followed by 

Joel (our youngest wombat now) cracking home a low tomahawk.  Being first hit at goal on a penalty 

corner, it luckily hit the top of the backboard. We went to quarter time break with a 2–0 lead!  

Looking good! 

After some pushing and shoving in the 2nd quarter, Joel was given a rest by the umpire, and OHA 

were awarded a penalty corner.  They managed to convert.  Still 2-1 up at half time.  Still looking OK.  

OHA managed to score again in the third quarter – 2-2 at three quarter time.  Now we were very 

nervous. 

Mike took one to the cheek and is now sporting a black eye.  Pete had to wrap his left hand in 

bandages to go back on.  In the 4th quarter Trev broke into the circle with the ball and surprised me 

with a pass that I should have converted, but didn’t.  Shortly afterwards, Bung (the umpire) awarded 

us a penalty corner.  Time to let Joel off the leash again.  Trev stopped the ball and passed it to Joel 

who moved left and cracked another tomahawk.  Bung decided the ball was too high and disallowed 

the goal. 

2-all at full time, so one-on-ones ensued. 

OHA commenced with Justin Thurley who walked into the circle, looked at Wally (who had ambled 

out to greet him) then proceeded to scoop the ball way over Wally’s head (which is not difficult at 

all) and into the net.  1-0 to them.  Dave took the first for us.  He danced into the circle, faked a 

move left but pulled the ball right, then had to chase it as he’d pushed it a bit far, but managed to 

get to it in time to slot it home,  1-1.  OHA scored the next one.  Score 1-2. 
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Then Ollie scampered in, wound up for an almighty shot, mishit the blighter and the shot went wide.  

Damn!  Wally took out the next OHA player to try his luck against him.  Unfortunately the umpire 

took a dim view of this and awarded OHA a penalty stroke.  This was easily converted by OHA.  3-1 

down and time for Joel.  He lumbered into the circle, faked left, and kept going that way, so he was 

forced to convert with another tomahawk.  Easy!  Score now 2-3. 

By this time both goalies had worked out how to put the forwards off their shots so the next couple 

missed.  It was left up to Trevor to bring us back equal with the last one-on-one.  The pressure was 

on.  Trevor waltzed in, faked left, dragged right, then shot.  The pressure was too much and the shot 

went wide. Damn!   

Game over and a win for OHA. 

This was not the first time wombats have featured in a final, but it’s been a long time since we 

actually earned a place.  We were fourth out of four for a few years.  Next year we hope to go a step 

or two further.  With a settled line-up I’m sure we could reach that goal. 

This season we had Rick, Dick, Mick and Nick (for a while).  We also have Ollie and Wally (don’t ya 

just luv a bit of alliteration), who along with Joel, make up a solid defence.  Joel’s penalty corner 

drag-flicks earned him top goal scorer for the team, but only because his green card was recorded as 

a goal. Actually, he only scored 5 goals – the same as Trevor. 

Dave, Mike, Simon and Trev are the best mid-field in the comp.  Kev, Mick, Scott, Pete and yours 

truly make up the strike forward line that occasionally scores goals.  With one or two more good 

forwards we would take home the silverware (well gold really). 

We have several one-handed players.  Kev has learnt to use both hands for traps.  Pete still looks like 

a rugby player, running with arms akimbo brandishing his stick airily.  Ric does surprise us all….. 

Oh, the team’s average age for the last game was 57.  It’s actually dropped a little with the 

retirements over the years of some of the original wombats (Pecky, Mud, Woolly, Sparra, Hein 

etc……).  

Thanks to Simon for travelling from Stapleton (near Orford) each Saturday morning to play.  Also, 

thanks go to our coach Greedy who is still waiting for Knackers to make the change-rooms on ground 

3 wheelchair accessible. 
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We will miss Simmo.  He was quick-witted, had a 

way with words and was a pleasure to play with. 

 

 

Grantly C 

Wombat manager. 

 

 

There is a wombat called Ricky 

Opponents find him quite tricky. 

With a flourish so grand 

And his stick in one hand 

Is he just taking the Mickey? 

 

Our Irish wombat is Pete 

His running is quite a treat 

With arms held wide 

O’er the ground he’ll glide  

Except when the ball hits his feet 

There’s another wombat called Ollie 

It’s lucky he’s taller than Wally 

Cos he talks just as much 

To umpires and such 

Could he be off his trolly? 

 

Scotty is a man of steel 

At work he cooks the meal 

But on the field  

He’ll never yield 

Back pain he does not feel 

Joel; the youngest wombat this year 

His tactics became very clear 

Unleashing his drag-flicks, 

Tomahawks and other tricks 

Our opponents were surely in fear 

 

The oldest wombat is Mick 

Scoring goals is his main trick 

He had trouble with his back 

Kept him out of the attack 

For weeks in the middle of the year 

Dave, stand-in coach for the team 

Took over for Greedy it would seem 

With markers from his pack 

He drew plans of our attack 

It’s a pity they weren’t always seen. 

The original wombat is Dick 

His movements are generally slick 

He holds the ball well 

But don’t ever dwell 

On the time he dropped his stick 
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Simon; a newly recruited wombat 

From afar he travels for combat 

His tackles are clean 

His passes; a dream 

Perfect position to receive at 

 

The manager is Grantly C 

A good player he’d like to be 

Beer is the trouble 

He likes to drink double 

And then he needs to pee 

Kev Knight has learnt to trap 

75 years it took for that 

His passing is fine 

To us some time 

But mostly to them – oh crap!! 

 

Sparra played one game this season 

A foot x-ray showed the reason 

Lots of broken bones 

Or possibly stones 

So that was it for the season 

Our goalie’s name is Wally 

He’s always a little bit jolly 

He stands his ground. 

Don’t go around; 

Pass over his head with a dolly. 

 

Then this year we had Trevor 

Covid meant he travelled never 

So each week he played 

Our opponents he flayed 

They will have to chase him forever 

Our mid-field warrior is Mike 

A migraine had he but didn’t like 

And in our last game 

Off the field he came 

A ball in the eye was the strike. 

 

Our coach this year was Gary 

Sometimes he was known to tarry 

So we took to the field 

Without his shield 

But opponents we still could parry 
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In an historic season the Women’s Masters competition saw the introduction of two Divisions. 

Canterbury was able to enter 1 team in Division 1.  

We welcomed some new players to the team, which boosted our numbers and fire power and we 

got off to a cracker of a start. A highlight of our first game was a magnificent goal scored by Tracey 
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Saward in the circle. Not an unusual goal so far, but add the detail that it began on the 16 yard line 

with a cracking hit from Punky out of defence, straight through the middle of the field, apparently 

deliberately ‘left’ by Critter and picked up by Tracey, who then worked a one on one with the goalie 

in the circle and scored! 

Another memorable goal scoring moment came from Bec Probin. During our half time ‘talk’, our 

goalie Deb Jandera provided the motivation needed by promising Bec she would shout her a beer if 

she scored. Well that was easy! Goal - B Probin and a 10 ounce beer after the match! Although there 

was the suggestion it should have been a jug of beer to reflect the quality of the goal. 

Speaking of Deb, she finally qualified for Masters and ‘killed it’ in goals in her first year, making many 

spectacular saves and expertly guiding her defenders to assist.  

Lucy ‘goose’ was a solid right half, who regularly demonstrated fearless commitment in defence, 

even to the point of sliding on Turf 3 to save a goal. 

We were very pleased to welcome an international import this season. Jess also loved a slide and an 

overhead and her speed and agility on the field was once described as ‘Jess has more turns than a 

venetian blind.’ 

Our most memorable victory (it may have been our only one) was against NWG. It went down to the 

wire with spectacular goals from Cinders and Nellie. 2-2 with seconds to go and we earned a PC. Lisa 

stepped up, took the hit, and smashed the goal. This was a great team effort and a very rewarding 

victory.  

Thanks everyone for pitching up each week to enjoy the competition, fun and friendship. Just as 

enjoyable as playing were our gatherings in the bar after the match to de-brief and re-live moments 

of glory! 

Finally, it was noted that during the season we often played with 9 or 10 players each week, but we 

were pleasantly surprised to have 18 eligible Masters players show up for Cecil’s annual end of 

season BBQ! This gave us hope for a full team for the next season.  

 

(Please note we have not one but two (WooHoo!) Full teams playing Masters this year. Lucky  for us 

the Government has put the COVID-safety-gathering-in-numbers-at-homes up to 40 – the end of 

season BBQ is going to be huge!!) 
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Canterbury Hockey Club information can be found on : 

 

website – www.canterbury.asn.au  

 

Facebook – https://www.facebook.com/canterbury.hockey 
 

 

http://www.canterbury.asn.au/
https://www.facebook.com/canterbury.hockey
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Photo of 2017 team as no one can remember who took the 2019 photo and where it might be !!!! 
 

The season was brilliant. Brilliant for a month or two. It is a shame the season lasts five months. As 

the season unfolded and the Christmas lights were dimmed we slowly but surely lost the glow of 

form and a full list.  Luckily we found highlights, and lowlights worth highlighting, which gave us 

hope to enter the finals with a fighting plan. 

Building upon the goals of the previous season, to create a good culture and improve the support for 

players we entered this new season with a bold vision. We would play good hockey, beat our arch 

enemy OHA and make the finals. Having Smooth join as our newest recruit was an injection of 

confidence.  
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Around the team, our start was shabby. Our coach, Dono decided he needed 40 days to roam the 

desert. Luckily, Jono Hawkins continued to umpire well, the young gun, Vince Harmen took up the 

whistle and Sarah Duncan popped in when needed, so we were blessed with quality and feeling 

thankful. 

Round one 

We started with fireworks. Dr Doov just happened to be in town and we sent OHA packing with a 4-0 

win. Cocky, just back from WA, was sharp. Our defence of Hodgebro, Smooth, Kingo and Ryan was 

on fire. At the end of round one we were basking in the glory of just one close loss to NWG.   

The bonds that bind this team were being forged in how we overcame adversity. Usually, in the form 

of Kit’s tantrums. Kit’s passion is undeniable. We love it. Sometimes though, he is like an Italian 

firecracker. After receiving some friendly fire, in the form of a Pete Cock hip and shoulder that would 

have seen him given a red carded if he’d hit the opposition, Kit passionately threw his stick down, 

picked up his bag and decided it would be a good time to go home. We reminded him, half-way to 

the car park that we only had 11 players with him and that with the game tied, he might like to cool 

his jets and get back on the field. Thankfully, he did, and we drew. 

Round two 

Undefeated. Like a rocket we were heading for the stratosphere. Matt Gee had improved. Andrew 

Pearce’s new-found confidence after leading the div 2’s to victory the season before was inspiring 

and Kit’s tantrum this round was directed at admin instead of his own team mates. Evidently, they 

were robbing him of his goals. Unfortunately, what goes up must come down and the cracks were 

beginning to appear. Literally, Pokie did an ankle, Pete Cock did a hammy and January looked like a 

good time to go to the beach. 

 

Round three 

We went to the beach. Pokie found solace in oysters. We also went skiing in Japan. Pete spent Jan 

nursing his hammy back to health so he could go skiing. We did have one win- against OHA which 

meant we beat them all season. Big goal ticked. Each week, most players played the entire game 

each week and were stellar. Smooth, Hodgebro, Ryan, Kingo and Matt Gee were defiant but 

eventually were worn down. Cocky, Pearcey, Kit and Schultzey could not be faulted but just lacked 

support. And goals. It’s hard to win when you don’t score. The star in middle week in and out, Josh  
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Corney was excellent. Except we he came to the bench and stayed there. It would have been fine. 

Except we only had 11 players. After ten minutes he finally realised and went back onto the ground. 

The finals 

Despite having to call up two players from div two, we set an ambitious plan to steal the final. It 

almost worked. We missed a few early, fatigued and on either side of half time, let a few in. Uni 

rolled over us and we went down in a blaze of glory. We gave it our best. Pete Cock gave it his best 

too, and played well, even if he didn’t know it was a final until after the game. In the changerooms 

he remarked, “I thought some blokes were taking it seriously”. 

The wrap 

Our best was good and only good because we played well as a selfless team. It is a team that 

supports each other, where players like Kit sacrifice their attacking games to negate the best of the 

opposition. Where players like Ryan learn new roles and skills and Kingo and Hodgebro run 

themselves into the ground.  It is a team in which Smooth, Cocky, Matt Gee and Conesy offer endless 

support to all coaches and players.   

The future 

We had a plan and it’s coming together. We have a foundation that holds us in good stead for the 

20/21 season where we will look to improve again. We’ll build upon Pokie’s Second Grade 

improvements. We’ll look forward to the return of Matt Lamb and the young recruits, Trent Hirst 

and Dave Cok to give us the depth we need to challenge in the finals. And, with Dono emerging from 

the desert, we’ll have the guiding light we need to give this comp a serious shake! 
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The carry over champions were fired up and ready to go but we were unable to go back to 
back. Our aging legs got the better of us in the end. 
 
Taking the competition by storm in the inaugural season of Division Two Masters, the 
pressure of the whole competition chasing us was too much and we bowed out in the semi-
finals. 
 
Our opposition pulled out all stops to beat us this season. Derwent removed its Division 1 
team to strengthen their Division 2 side and The Greater Hobart also dropped from Division 
1. These were the two teams who finally fought it out for the Division 2 flag. 
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To back up our inaugural winning flag team we went on a recruiting drive. We were well 
aware that these other teams that were trying to knock us off our dais position would have 
younger legs. We were not so lucky here as we picked up past players Al Williams, James 
Green and Phil O’Neil. Greenie lasted one game and Phil only made it to the bench after 
injuring himself in Division One.  
 
Other old players heard of our success and came banging on our door wanting to be a part 
of another Canterbury dynasty. So we picked up Grant Cubit, Andrew Morris and Tristan 
Birch. 
 
Another way we tried strengthening our side was by employing a non-playing coach. English 
import, Ali Wilding was not sure what had hit him when he turned up to see the rabble that 
he had to sort out. We thank him for his efforts. 
 
In the end the team performed well only losing the semi-final 2 – 1 to OHA (unfortunately). 
 
Considering we used more than 20 players during the season and nine of our consistent 
players were 60 plus years of age including two who were closer to 70 than sixty (but we 
won’t mention Wally and Grant), it was a well fought year by a good bunch of blokes. 
 
Great work guys and we will get them next year!! 
 
 
Dave Coombe 
Coach 
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The start of the year brought many new registrations for our younger groups. The full-field teams 
and the under 13 teams began to fill up quite quickly. Covid then hit and the number of children 
playing hockey decreased slowly. We were still able to fill one full-field team and an under 13 team 
however the under 15 team could not pull together a team and the players were given the option to 
play with NWG or Uni. The under 18 boys managed to field a team with the help of two extra players 
from Derwent. 
 
The Under 13 boys played in second division and were successful in reaching the grand final. The 
under 18 boys finished….and even though they were not successful in reaching the finals they 
improved steadily throughout the season. Many of the under 18 boys ventured into the senior roster 
or secured their positions in 1st grade and premier league. 
 
Jayne Nillsen Junior Boys Coordinator 
 
 
I would firstly like to thank everyone involved in Canterbury’s junior program this year. 2020 has 
presented us all with many challenges and as a hockey family we pulled together beautifully to make 
the most of our limited season. 
 
This season saw Canterbury field girls teams in 3 competitions, U13, U15 and the new format of full 
field. Each of the three teams were fortunate to be coached by members of the A pool squad. These 
coaches all have loads of experience and energy to share with our up and coming players. I would 
like to thank them for their efforts. 
 
Lisa, the U13s coach went above and beyond with her Zoom coaching sessions during lockdown. 
Who knew what Zoom was before 2020? 
 
The results from week to week were mixed, but one thing that was obvious to me was that all the 
teams improved dramatically, that the girls all played in the spirit of the games and all had big smiles 
on their faces. We are not the biggest club but after being involved in junior hockey with Canterbury 
for 7 years, I believe we are the best! 
 
This is my last report as junior coordinator after 3 (or is it 4 years in the role!). I would like to thank 
all the members of the committee that have supported me over that time. I would like to make a 
special mention of my dear friend Kirsty Palmer, she has always been my rock. #gored 

Ella Harman Junior Girls Coordinator.  
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Every year we get to witness our young lions as they develop their skills on the field. We never tire of 
watching them get their first goal and love watching them use the skills learnt at training during a 
game. It’s also been great watching them make new friends. 
 
This year we saw many of these players graduate from Stick2Hockey to Full Field juniors. Some of 
these players have played for Canterbury since the age of 5 or six. 
 
These kids are the face and future of Canterbury and we hope to see them continue to enjoy playing 
hockey into adulthood. 
 
Thank you to the parents, we truly value the time and effort that goes into getting the kids to games, 
training and development sessions. We appreciate the mad rush looking for hockey gear and getting 
to the games on time! 
 
We would like to also thank everyone for their patience during our shortened season. It has been 
great seeing everyone back for term 4! 
 
Also a huge thank you to our coaches and volunteers Rhi, Rory, Nellie, Sophie, Cinders and Ava. 
I have enjoyed my role as Stick2Hockey coordinator, it’s been so fun working with your amazing kids. 
Next year Lisa will be back taking over the reins as Stick2Hockey coordinator. I hope to see you all 
around the hockey grounds as I go about my many other roles within Canterbury. 
 
Rebekkah Probin (Beck) 

Stick2Hockey Coordinator. 
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Well what a strange year with the season not starting until mid July! The boys were eager to get 

going and there was a lot of excitement and energy around the group. A lot of new faces after a 

large exodus of older players from the year before and even a couple of Derwent boys coming to 

join the Redmen. The team started well with a solid win over OHA and continued to play solid 

hockey over the next 2 months. The boys played extremely well and had a very consistent year with 

tight games against Derwent, Uni and Diamondbacks which were all teams that were head and 

shoulders above the other teams. We unfortunately never snagged a win against any of these 

teams- however we did manage to get a solid draw against the in-form Diamondbacks. 

Unfortunately, due to poor planning by the coach (who thought we just needed to sneak into the 

top 4) we were unable to take part in finals as it was just 1st vs 2nd. Thanks to Alex for being a level 

headed presence on the sidelines and running some trainings. A big thanks to Kirsty for doing all the 

wonderful work behind the scenes to ensure that we had a team on the pitch each week. 

Lads personally a big thanks for letting me coach you and for the way that you conducted yourself on 

the field so well, I am extremely proud of all your efforts- all the best for the future. 
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The Team  
 
Jack ‘Lightning’ Larkin - Another great year in the net, have heard his voice starting to influence 
games more. Allows defenders to attack with freedom knowing he will have their back.  
 
Vincent ‘Pace’ Harman: Has seemed to pick up a bit of pace this year, some absurdly bright shoes, 
set-up some great goals but had less luck finding the back of the net himself.  
 
Max ‘my car broke down’ Larkin: Preferred defence but played well as a striker, scored one of the 
goals of the year with a lovely tomahawk. Has a big list of reasons as to why his car would break 
down.  
 
Angus ‘Daydreamer’ Broadby: Played well in both attack and defence, would often find himself in a 
daze and many a team instructions would need repeating multiple times  
 
Ewan ‘Hunter’ Rogers: Had a great year as a final year under 18- hunted the ball with tenacity and 
scored some great goals.  
 
Luke ‘I now like fullback’ Palmer: Got moved into a number of positions and found a new love at 
fullback, threw some great overheads.  
 
Cody ‘bright shoes’ Innes: Did well doubling up each week, created some good attacking play up 
front.  
 
Lachie ‘Mighty Mouse’ Rogers: Aging like a fine wine and always gave 100% in work rate, very 
consistent year.  
 
Ruben ‘Looks good in red’ Hoey - A very handy pick-up doubling up each week, had some very 
streaky play and looked effortless at times.  
 
Charlie ‘Looks good in red’ Rockefeller - Did a great job backing up each week, played well in a 
number of positions.  
 
Aiden ‘Mr Beats’ Terry - A great season from the young wing player who proved a dangerous force, 
it is a rare sight to see him on game day with no headphones on. Opting to take them off at the last 
possible second before the warm ups.  
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Caspar ‘Chatter mouth’ Warden- A talented defender with a solid outlet, if you ever heard silence in 
this canterbury team it was never for long. Caspar was always talking about something, very often 
nothing to do with hockey.  
 
Matt ‘Stealthy’ Brooks- A devious and sneaky attacker often finding himself in behind defenders 
with the ball, very unselfish player often providing some key assists.  
 
Richter ‘Utility’ Marx - Very handy player that can play all over the field, very strong defender often 

being the one to shut opposition attacks down. 
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Canterbury Representative Players for 2020 
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Season 2020 Ladders after Roster games 
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Club President  
Mens Vice President Mark Rasmussen 

Womens Vice President Christie Lucas 

Secretary Madeline Cook 

Assistant Secretary Sarah Freeman 

Treasurer Simon O’Conor 

Assistant Treasurer James Moroney 

Sponsorship Meegan Wilmot 

Junior Coordinator – Boys Jayne Nillsen 

Junior Coordinator – Girls Ella Harman 

Registrations Officer Kirsty Palmer 

Uniform Officer Ally Curtis 

Web & Publicity Officer Hannah Richardson / Meegan Wilmot 

Social Secretary Erin and Maddy Cook 

Property Officer Garry Curtis 

Umpiring Coordinator Andrew Coombe and Luc Redman 

General Member Kirsten McTaggart 

General Member Georgina Harris 
 
    

MENS  
Premier League Coach David Budgeon 

Premier League Manager Lewis Benbow 

1st Grade Coach Peter Cock and Oliver Lane assisting 

1st Grade Manager Mark Rasmussen 

2nd Grade Coach Josh Poke 

2nd Grade Manager Glenn Lucas 

3rd Grade Coach David Coombe 

3rd Grade Manager Andrew Coombe 
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5th Grade Coach Gary Read 

5th Grade Manager Grant Cubit 

Masters Div 1 Coach Glenn Lucas 

Masters Div 2 Coach David Coombe 

  

WOMENS  
Premier League Coach Sarah Birch / Jessica Blake 

Premier League Manager Hannah Richardson 

2nd Grade Coach Lachlan Oakford 

2nd Grade Manager Beck Probin 

4th Grade Coach Christie Lucas 

4th Grade Manager Beck Probin 

Masters Manager Christie Lucas and Lisa Jotic 
 

 

Canterbury Hockey Club 

2021 Committee 

The club is in need of NEW committee members for 2021 

Please get yourself involved, contact a current committee member to discuss 

Contacts on our web page 

www.canterbury.asn.au 

http://www.canterbury.asn.au/
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Southern Hockey League Competitions Presentation Night 
BEST AND FAIREST AWARDS:            
Lachie Rogers - 1st Grade Men 

Joshua Poke - 2nd Grade Men 

Trent Hirst – 3rd Grade Men 

Trevor Hill – 5th Grade Men 

 

Chloe Abel - Umpire of the Year award 

 

Jessica Blake – Coach of the Year award 

 

Wells Guest cup 
2020 - Derwent  
Results  
Men Derwent 0 – Canterbury 1 and Women Derwent 2 – Canterbury 2 
Tony Williams Medal – Max Larkin (Canterbury) 
Sandra Orth Medal – 
 

Brownlow cup 
2020 – Diamond Backs  

Results 

Men DB  – Canterbury and Women DB  – Canterbury  

Collis Medal – Sam McCulloch (Canterbury)    (DB) 

McDonald Medal – Emily Donovan (Canterbury)    (DB) 

 

Speak Up! Stay ChatTY cup 
2020 – no game  

Results  
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 Grade Best and Fairest Most Consistent 

Men Premier League Ian McHugh Sam McCulloch 

Men 1st Grade Lachlan Rogers James Moroney 

Men 2nd Grade 
Best Defender 
Zachary Snell 

Best Forward 
Manning Hind 

Men 3th Grade Trent Hirst Will Merritt 

Men 5th Grade Trevor Hill Michael Munt 

Men Masters Div 1 Ian McHugh James Kingston 

Men Masters Div 2 Trevor Hill Michael McMahon 

    

 Grade Best and Fairest Most Consistent 

Women Premier League Camille O'Conor Maddison Curtis 

Women 2nd Grade Nellie Gillespie Deb Jandera 

Women  4th Grade  Helen Galloway Jayne Foster 

Women Masters Lisa Jotic Fiona Chambers 

Women 169 Alice Killalea, 170 Angela Caberica, 171 Lillian Gates, 172 Lucy Munt, 173 Alison 
Grynglas, 174 Eliza Reid, 175 Madeline Cook, 176 Sophie Lucas  

Men Top Goal Scorer  

Alistair Williams 
Lewis Benbow 
Peter Cock 

Men Most Valuable Defender  Alan Dale 

Men Encouragement Award First Year Player Jack Larkin 

    
Women Top Goal Scorer  Helen Galloway 

Women Most Valuable Defender  Sophie Allardice 

Women Encouragement Award First Year Player Isabel Brazier 

    

 Umpire of the Year  

Vincent Harman 
Chloe Abel 

    

 President's Trophy for Best Club Person 
Madeline Cook 
Mark Rasmussen 

    

 Gnome Award   
 


